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Why doing this

● Learn more about:
○ Linux kernel
○ x86 architecture

● Have fun !



Backdoor 101
Let’s create a very simple backdoor, modifying the setuid 
syscall.

The first step is to retrieve the syscall table.

We then replace the original setuid by a modified one.



Why doing this again

● There are many tutorials on the internet
● Many use deprecated methods
● Some are just bad



Finding the syscall table
● The address was previously exported in /proc/kallsyms
● It is not anymore
● We can look in System.map if present
● If not, we have to find a way to retrieve the syscall table’s 

address without it’s symbol.



Finding the syscall table
The syscall table is used by the generic syscall handler.

From ‘arch/x86/entry/entry_64.S’



 Finding the syscall table
We look for the opcodes where the call to the syscall table is 
made.

We have to find the syscall handler to ‘grep’ these opcodes 
into the handler’s code.

From ‘objdump -d vmlinux’



Syscall on x86_64

From intel’s manual vol.2:

“SYSCALL invokes an OS system-call handler at privilege 
level 0. It does so by loading RIP from the IA32_LSTAR 
MSR.”



Finding the syscall table
We just have to read from IA32_LSTAR to get the address of 
the syscall handler.

We use the ‘rdmsrl’ macro which calls rdmsr

We then look for the opcodes into its code to find the syscall 
table address.



Finding the other table
Linux has a second syscall table for 32 bits compatibility.



Finding the other table

We get the address of ‘int $0x80’ handler and…

We don’t find the ia32_sys_call_table address.

The call to this table is made in a generic handler for 32 bits 
syscalls, which is not exported.



Finding the other table

We use the same technique as before, except that we search 
in the whole kernel address space.

It has the same effects except that it’s a bit longer.



Replace setuid



Disable write protection
Last step before replacing setuid is to disable write protection 
on the syscall table.

Two methods:

● Clear WP bit in cr0
● Add write permission in page table entry



Disable write protection
Using cr0:



Disable write protection
Using page protection:



Do it



Get root !



Get root !



Questions ?

bitz@lse.epita.fr


